% no guarantee is given that the format corresponds perfectly to
% IEEE 6″ x 9″ Proceedings, but most features should be ok.
%
% with LaTeX2e:
% ==============
%
% use as
% \documentclass[a4paper,11pt]{article}
% \usepackage{ieee6x9}
%
% with LaTeX 2.09:
% ================
%
% use as \documentstyle[ieee6x9,...your options...]{article}
%
% with both versions:
% ===================
%
% specify \pagestyle{empty} to omit page numbers in the final
% version
%
% specify references as
% \footnotesize
% \bibliography{...your files...}
% \bibliographystyle{plain}
%
% use Section{}, SubSection{} and SubSubSection{} instead of
% standard section{}, subsection{} and subsubsection{} to
% obtain headings in the form "1.3: My heading"
%
% Please note that you may have to obtain the font file titled
% "$\texttt{phvb7t.tfm}$" or "$\texttt{phvb.tfm}$" if you don't already have the
% helvetica bold font. Consult your local CTAN site.
% (E.g: http://www.dante.de/cgi-bin/ctan-index)
%
% thirteen point roman bold required for first-order headings